
2016-06-27 - Stand Up Meeting Notes

Friday Demos

Maxwell Burnette - metadata search improvements

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock 
Angelo

   

Rob Kooper    

Jong Lee
NIST-CORE
BD Tutorial

NIST-CORE
BD Tutorial

Rui Liu
Earthcube: prepare demo.
BD: TOI of elasticity; create 
tutorial VMs; deploy SS docker 
containers.
BW: install TAU.

Earthcube: prepare demo. Installed j2n with Yao. Added GeoJSON data in geotiff extractor. 
Updated bmi, emeli-web, fixed issues with Peishi.
BD: Did TOI of elasticity #2; created 50 tutorial VMs; deploy SS docker containers – 
deployed imagemagick one, debugged issues. Fixed a dts-dev test script issue (added 
retrieving metadata.jsonld for result validation, CATS PR#918).
BW: install TAU – in progress.

Kenton 
McHenry Dockerize converters

Fix Tika extractor
BDFiddle tweaks
Data Infrastructure workshop

Dockerized deployed converters
Fixed Tika extractor
BDFiddle tweaks
Extractor fixes
Data Infrastruce workshop
HR

Christopher 
Navarro BD

Finish up bdfiddle tutorial
Review bdfiddle pull 
requests

NIST
Tuesday - discuss v2 white 
paper
code review

CyberSEES
Follow up with Sammy
/Chen on their DataWolf 
questions

BD
Updated bdfiddle slide text, just need screenshots once the web app tweaks are 
finished
Reviewed pull requests for bdfiddle
Found bug in Fence causing cross-site issue

NIST
Code review
React/Flux tutorial videos
web vs desktop app discussion

CyberSEES
Followed up with DW questions, need to start looking at reconnecting DW to Clowder

Other
1/2 vacation day Friday

Luigi Marini
BD

Extractor's logging
Fence load testing harness 
(concurrent requests)
Elasticity code

SEAD
Finish current sprint (review 
and fixing pull requests)

GLM/IMLCZO
Release Geodashboard 2.2
Update instances

ECGS
Deploy updated annotate-
csv
Review gsis code

BD
Implemented rewriting of dap url, tokens as parameters, and local authentation 
provider for Fence
Fought with python requests

SEAD
Sprint review and finished implementing GUI improvements

ECGS
Implemented new WKT  JSON metadata widget type
Implemented ability for annotate-csv webapp to write annotations back to clowder if 
original url of csv is from clowder and a key is provided
Deployed new annotate-csv
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Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - work on  ; Beta 2 Sprint 6

bug fixes per Dharma's requests  
MDF - 2016-06-27+Kickoff
MWRD - Tuesday meeting, JIRA 
tasks, NEXRAD workflow 
description

SEAD - done 
MDF - 2016-06-27+Kickoff
MWRD - done

Smruti 
Padhy

   

Sandeep 
Puthanveeti
l Satheesan

Vacation  

Shannon 
Bradley

Learn to do HR Requests

NIST-COE task report

ISDA PPT  Hallway Displays

BrownDog - Sprint close/Sprint Open 
- Audit tickets

All day NIST-CORE Tuesday

Learn JIRA Schema setup 
management

HR Requests process - first round of training complete
NIST Task report done
BD and Canoe reports done too!
Ticket Audits - first round done for BD ... we have some work to do on duplicates still I think
NIST-CORE postponed to next week
Learning more JIRA, WIKI and Trello - good stuff

Hallway Displays - shifted down in priority

Inna 
Zharnitsky Finish conversion tutorial 

(interactive)
Talk to Smruti and Jong and 
assist as necessary in XSEDE 
tutorial prep

COnversion interactive tutorial - in BD/bd-tutorial done
Reviewed and tested Jong's simiplified conversion tutorial, made some comments
Simplified conversion tutorial - made changes to use 'request' instead of 'bd.py' script (code 
in BD/bd-tutorial)
Word count/grep example:

test against  endpointhttp://localhost:9000/api/files/:fileid/metadata.jsonld
tested uploading metadata in JsonLD format, using appropriate clowder branch - 
affirmed the result is metadata in JsonLD format
tested uploading metadata against 'develop' branch - affirmed the result contains
name: http://clowder.ncsa.illinois.edu/extractors/deprecatedapi"

Marcus 
Slavenas

   

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

SEAD
Review Pull requests

CyberSEES
Waiting for Sammy's code 
to merge into our current GI 
Designer

GLM
D3 stacked graph

SEAD
Review Pull Request
Help Yan with the public/private stuff
Some progress in reorienting the top level navigation

CyberSEES
Reviewed Sammy's code. Some progress in integrating it with gidesigner code

GLM
Reviewed Access database and asked some questions about it. We need a more 
useful database to create the graphs.

Yong Wook 
Kim Debugging NIST/CORE

Learning React/Flux
ERGO-431 Reset values in style editor when style type changed
ERGO-428 Reorder the values in Unique or Interval
ERGO-217 Problem in selection between Map and Table

Omar Elabd
Out Monday Morning
React + Web Technology
Thrust 2
Tuesday All Day Meeting

React + Web Technology
Documentation
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Maxwell 
Burnette help Yan, Fengling, Noah get 

PlantCV extractor up and 
running (possibly w Globus 
pipeline)
additional extractor support for 
TERRA

 

 - CATS-330 Fix ability to 
 select any metadata field

DONE

preparing to deploy PlantCV extractor for TERRA
Largely implemented Globus pipeline, but not deploying for demo next week

 -   CATS-330 Fix ability to select any metadata field DONE

begin work on complex queries

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Yan Zhao
SEAD

test for curation
MSC

???

SEAD
test for curation-- half
public space & dataset – in review

MSC
nothing
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